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The spatial resolution that can be obtained with image intensifiers depends largely on the spatial
resolution of the microchannel plate~MCP!-anode assembly. Existing models on MCPs never
include the nonuniform anode field penetration into the channels. The objective of this article is to
show that this field penetration leads to a lens effect which has a crucial influence on the electron
trajectories and the spatial resolution that can be obtained. From a simple model the relevant
parameters determining the spatial resolution are identified as the anode gap, the anode field, the
end-spoiling penetration depth, and the channel diameter. These parameters are varied in a
Monte-Carlo simulation in which 20 000 electrons are traced through a channel, the end-spoiling,
and the anode gap. The spatial resolution as obtained from these simulations is shown to depend
heavily on the nonuniform field at the end spoiling. Especially low-energy electrons generated at the
end spoiling deteriorate the spatial resolution. The best resolution is obtained for a small anode gap
~300mm! and small anode voltage~3 kV!. This indicates that, above a certain value of the electric
field in the anode gap, the effect of the lens is dominant. Doubling the end-spoiling penetration
depth from 10 to 20mm increases the resolution especially at high spatial frequencies. Furthermore,
the resolution is enhanced considerably by decreasing the channel diameter. These results can be
fully understood from the simple model presented. In addition, results are presented from
experiments in which the spatial resolution is measured for various anode gaps and anode voltages.
The dependencies of the spatial resolution on these parameters are in good qualitative agreement
with the simulation results. ©2001 American Vacuum Society.@DOI: 10.1116/1.1364701#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Second generation proximity focused image intensifi
consist basically of a photocathode, a microchannel p
~MCP!, and a phosphor screen. The photocathode conv
the incoming photon image into electrons. This electron
age is accelerated towards the MCP in the cathode gap.
major part of the electrons will arrive in a channel and i
pinge on the cylindrical surface, thereby generating seco
ary electrons. These are accelerated down the channel,
liberating electrons themselves. In this way a single inco
ing electron can lead to a cloud of, typically, 104 electrons
leaving the MCP. This cloud will then be accelerated in t
anode gap to gain the amount of energy that is necessa
light the phosphor grains, which display the electron ima
In this type of image intensifier the proximity focusing
achieved by the application of homogeneous axial elec
static fields in the cathode gap as well as in the anode g

This article deals with the spatial resolution of proximi
focused MCP image tubes. In state-of-the-art image inte
fiers one of the key factors that sets the resolution limit is
MCP-to-anode region of electron transfer.1 To understand
why, insight has to be gained in the way electrons mo
through the channels and the anode gap. In other words

a!Electronic mail: hagen@cpo.tn.tudelft.nl
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influence of the geometrical and electrical parameters on
electron trajectories needs to be understood.

A MCP consists of parallel arrays of hollow glass cyli
ders, which essentially are thin secondary emission cur
amplifiers. With a sufficiently high voltage over the MCP
collisions of energetic particles with the channel wall w
lead to the emission of secondary electrons. Both sides o
MCP are covered with a thin layer of electrically conducti
material, which is done first to connect all channels in p
allel and second to provide the channels with a simple ‘‘a
erture’’ at the output electrode~usually called the ‘‘end
spoiling’’!.

Koshidaet al.2,3 extensively discussed the energy dist
bution of the electrons that come out of the channels. T
divided all electrons that come out of the channel into t
major groups, which are:

Group~A!: electrons that emerged from the end-spoiling
gion, which have a very low amount of kineti
energyV ~typically 0 to 10 eV! at the moment
they leave the channel, and

Group ~B!: electrons that emerged from the channel reg
before the end-spoiling region, for which th
electron energyV is typically between 10 and
100 eV.

The energy distribution is the sum of the contributio
84301Õ19„3…Õ843Õ8Õ$18.00 ©2001 American Vacuum Society
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844 Hoenderken et al. : Influence of the microchannel plate and anode gap 844
from each group: a sharp low energy main peak~A! and a
subpeak with a long tail~B!, as shown in Fig. 1. As the en
spoiling is almost field free the kinetic energy of an outco
ing electron that is emitted from the end spoiling~group A!
is almost equal to its emission energy. Now Koshidaet al.
state that electrons emitted from the end spoiling are pre
able for a high spatial resolution. They argue that low ene
electrons cannot travel far from the channel where they
emitted and thus cannot be responsible for the degradatio
spatial resolution. However, the end-spoiling material u
ally has a relatively low secondary electron emission yie
Therefore, to enhance the spatial resolution, and to incre
the gain as well, Koshidaet al. proposed to deposit a mor
efficient secondary electron emission material onto the e
spoiling region. Unfortunately, there are no experiments
simulations to confirm these ideas.

In this article a full Monte-Carlo simulation of the elec
tron trajectories inside the channels and between the
spoiling and the anode is described. From a simple mo
the relevant parameters of secondary electrons and their
jectories are identified, and for various values of these
rameters the simulations are performed. The resulting di
bution of the electrons on the anode is a measure of
spatial resolution that can be obtained. Then experime
will be described to measure the spatial resolution for diff
ent anode gaps and anode voltages, and the results are
pared to the simulation results. Finally, the results will
discussed and conclusions will be drawn.

II. SIMULATION MODEL

First the geometry, in which the electrons will be r
leased, has to be defined. The elementary configuratio
shown in Fig. 2. Typical values that are used in state-of-t
art image intensifiers are: anode gapa5500 mm, end-
spoiling depthh520 mm, channel diameterd510 mm, and

FIG. 1. Schematic drawing of the end of a channel with two typical elect
trajectories~groups A and B! ~top! and the corresponding energy distribu
tions ~bottom!. The dashed line represents the total distribution.
J. Vac. Sci. Technol. B, Vol. 19, No. 3, May ÕJun 2001
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anode gap voltageUa55 kV. A configuration with these
values will be referred to as the default configuration. T
positivez axis is directed from the channel towards the a
ode, and the origin is chosen to be at the channel end. O
the geometry is known, the electrostatic field can be cal
lated. This is done with the finite element method, using
electrostatic lens design programELD.4 The density of the
mesh lines may vary, which offers the possibility to increa
the accuracy of the calculated potential locally. This is do
at the edges of the end spoiling where a considerable fi
enhancement is expected. Of course, the electric field is
form in the anode gap and in the channel region before
end spoiling. However, it penetrates from both sides into
end-spoiling region, thereby creating a ‘‘lens effect,’’ as
shown in Fig. 3 for the anode gap side of the end spoili
The lens effect has never been investigated in relation w
the spatial resolution of image intensifiers.

Now before doing the full simulation it is instructive t
estimate the importance of the lens effect using a very s
plified model. As the anode field is typically about six tim
larger than the channel field in image intensifiers, the le
effect is only expected to have a serious influence on
anode gap side of the end spoiling. An estimate~thin lens
approximation! of the focal lengthF of the lens is given by5

F5
4Vz

Ea
, ~1!

n

FIG. 2. The geometry that forms the basis of the simulation model. T
default values area5500 mm, h520 mm, d510 mm, andUa55 kV. The
coordinate system is also shown.

FIG. 3. Detailed view of the end-spoiling edge for the earlier mention
default values. The end-spoiling potential is 0 V; the equipotential lin
shown are 0.1, 0.3, 1.0, 3.0, 10, 30, and 60 V~from bottom to top resp.!. The
enhancement of the field is considerable, especially near the end-spo
edges.
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845 Hoenderken et al. : Influence of the microchannel plate and anode gap 845
whereVz is the axial electron energy~eV! at the lens andEa

is the electric field in the anode gap. Two things can hap
to an electron that is emitted from the channel wall:~i! it
collides with the channel wall again~thereby generating sec
ondaries! or ~ii ! it escapes from the channel and reaches
anode. Of course, this is fully dependent on the exit an
and energy of the secondary electron. Once the electron
entered the homogeneous field between MCP and anode
trajectory is a simple parabola. One can write for the dista
between the point of arrival on the anode of an outcom
electron and the point where the channel axis intersects
anode

Ra'2aS V'

Ua
D 1/2

, ~2!

whereV' is the radial energy of the electron,a is the anode
gap, andUa is the voltage over the anode gap. Consequen
one would expect that a higher anode voltage is prefera
for a smaller electron spot on the anode. For example
V'52 eV thenRa becomes 20mm ~for the default values
from Fig. 2!.

However, the lens at the end of the end spoiling w
change the radial velocityn' of the electrons which come
from far behind the lens~group B electrons! with an amount
nz tan(j), wherenz is the axial velocity andj is the angle
betweennz and the total velocityn after the electron has
passed the lens. ThusV' consists of two components, i.e.,

V'5V',0~radial emission energy!

1V', lens~radial energy change due to lens!. ~3!

To estimate the effect of the radial energy change one
write tan(j)5rF 21 wherer is the distance from the optica
axis to the electron just before it crosses the lens. With
and Eq.~1!, the point of arrival on the anode, due to th
radial momentum change only, becomes

~group B! Ra'
r

2 S Ua

Vz
D 1/2

. ~4!

Note that this is independent of the anode gap. WithVz

550 eV andr 54 mm, this leads to anRa of 20 mm ~for the
default values!. With two contributions toRa , of which one
is proportional toAUa and one is proportional to 1/AUa,
there must be an optimumUa . At the optimumUa both
contributions toRa will be approximately equal, i.e.,Ra

;Aar. This is a very different conclusion than one whic
says thatUa must be chosen as high as possible. The l
equation@Eq. ~1!# cannot be used for electrons which com
from the end spoiling~group A electrons!. Due to the fact
that the end-spoiling region is almost field free, these e
trons have a high probability to collide with the channel w
unless they come from the very end. The electrons emi
from the end of the end spoiling will gain a certain amou
of kinetic energy in the radial direction~apart from the radial
component of the emission energy! before the axial field
significantly affects them. This is because the concentra
of potential lines along the channel edge~plotted in Fig. 3! is
relatively high and their orientation is almost parallel to t
JVST B - Microelectronics and Nanometer Structures
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channel axis. Most of these electrons are able to escape t
anode gap. Reference 5 gives an analytical formula that
scribes the penetration of the electric field into an apert
along the optical axis~z!. At the very end of the channel, thi
formula can be simplified to obtain

U~z,r 50!'
Ead

2p
, ~5!

whered is the channel diameter. When it is assumed that
electrons from group A gain a certain fractionk of the po-
tential in Eq. ~5!, as a radial energy component, one c
write with Eq. ~2!:

~group A! Ra5S 2kad

p D 1/2

, ~6!

where 0<k<1. Note that Eq.~6! is independent of the anod
voltage. Thus,Ra can be minimized by reducing the chann
diameter and the anode gap. As an example, assume thk
51/2. ThenRa becomes 40mm ~again, the default values
are used!. Note that this is twice as much as the radial d
placement from the previous examples. Consequently,
would expect that group A electrons will contribute to
lower spatial resolution. This is in contradiction with th
earlier mentioned statement from Koshidaet al.

From this simple model, resulting in Eqs.~2!, ~4!, and~6!,
it is clear that the influence on the spatial resolution of
least three parameters must be investigated: the anode
age, the anode gap, and the channel diameter. Further
influence of the end-spoiling penetration depth will be inve
tigated because this parameter has a large influence on
energy distribution of the electrons that come out of t
channels of a MCP.2,3,6 The applicability of the very crude
model used before will only become clear after comparis
with the results of the full Monte-Carlo simulations.

To simulate the electron movement in the channel c
rectly, one has to define the distribution functions of t
events. The model applies to a channel operated in co
tions in which space charge and wall charging do not sign
cantly modify the channel performance. It can easily
shown that in the operation range of all MCP image inten
fiers these effects can be neglected.7

The usual assumption is to take the Poisson distribu
for the statistical number of secondariesh generated by a
primary electron hitting the channel surface. This distrib
tion function is given by

f 1~h!5
dh

h!
exp~2d!, ~7!

whered(V,g) is the secondary electron yield which can
calculated with the parametersV ~the kinetic energy! andg
~the angle of incidence! of a given primary electron.7,8 For a
full simulation, one should then follow each secondary el
tron to its place of impact on the channel wall, create n
secondary electrons, etc. However, because the numbe
electrons to be used is very large, we assume that this ca
lation procedure can be replaced by an exponential distr
tion of emitted electrons along the channel axis~z!. This
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stems from the fact that the process of multiplication in
channel is qualitatively the same for everyz value. Thus, the
gain G of the channel multiplier can be described by

G5C^d&p, ~8!

whereC and p are constants~the latter for a given channe
length!. Consequently, the probability function for an ele
tron to emerge from a certainz position at the channel wal
becomes

f 2~z!5D exp~q@z2 l # !, f 3~f!5~2p!21, ~9!

wheref is the angle in thexy plane~i.e., the plane perpen
dicular to thez axis, or channel axis! andD andq are con-
stants. The distribution is assumed to start at a depthl into
the channel, and continues to the end spoiling depth.
course, for the end-spoiling region a different distributi
with otherD andq values must be used.

Further, the start conditions of the secondary electr
have to be formulated.7,8 The exit angles,u andf ~spherical
coordinate system!, are described by a cosine distributio
function

f 4~u!5
sin~2u!

2
, f 5~f!5~2p!21. ~10!

The kinetic energyV0 , at the moment the electron is emi
ted, is described by a Rayleigh distribution function8

f 6~V0!5
V0

x
expS 2V0

2

2x D , ~11!

wherex is a constant.
In Fig. 4, the functionsf 2 , f 4 , and f 6 are plotted, as

obtained from a simulation with 15 000 electrons. The co
stantsD, q, andx are estimated by using experimental da
from Refs. 8 and 9. It is assumed that the average secon
electron yield is 1.7 and the average length of the trajecto
in thez direction is 30mm ~channel voltage5800 V; channel
length5500 mm!. The deeper into the channel the electro
are generated, the smaller the probability is that they le
the channel without hitting the channel wall. Therefore,
distribution does not have to start at the channel entrance
can safely be started sufficiently deep~compared to the av
erage trajectory length! into the channel, i.e., atl 52200
mm. This leads toq51.693104 m21 andD5596 m21. For
the end spoiling, the average secondary electron yield is
sumed to be unity~i.e., q50) and the ratio of the end of th
exponential distribution height and the constant end-spoi
distribution height is assumed to be 1.7, reflecting the ra
of secondary electron yields. A realistic energy distributi
is obtained by choosingx52, which sets the distribution
maximum atA2 eV, in agreement with many published se
ondary electron energy distributions.

The electric field is calculated using theELD program.
Note that now also the lens field at the channel side of
end spoiling, which was neglected in the simple model
taken into account. The main output file ofELD contains the
potential on every mesh node in the design. This file~and a
file containing the electron parameters! is used by the ray
J. Vac. Sci. Technol. B, Vol. 19, No. 3, May ÕJun 2001
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tracing programTRC/TRASYS10 to calculate the trajectories o
the particles. The integration routine, which solves the eq
tions of motion, needs the field values along the path of
particle. The routine calculates the field from the 12 near
mesh node potentials.11

The simulations are fully three-dimensional. Every sim
lation is executed for 20 000 electrons. The spot on the an
always appeared to be almost rotationally symmetrical. T
is an indication that the number of electrons is sufficien

FIG. 4. ~a! The exponentialz distribution according to Eq.~9!. The length of
the linear interval is equal to the end-spoiling penetration depth.~b! The
cosineu distribution according to Eq.~10!, and ~c! the Rayleigh energy-
distribution according to Eq.~11!. To generate these plots, 15 000 electro
were used.
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large. Further, the results are reproducible within 1% for d
ferent seeds of the random generator.

The function chosen to represent the spatial resolutio
the modulation transfer function~MTF!. It is defined as the
ratio of the image modulation to the object modulation a
varies with the spatial frequency. The MTF is equal to t
real part of the Fourier transform of the line spread funct
~LSF!. It is convenient to take an equidistant line pattern a
measure for the spatial frequency. Then a certain spatial
quency is represented by a certain number of line pairs~lp!
per millimeter. The MTF is often used to characterize t
performance of optical systems as the MTF contains alm
all optical information of a system, and it has the advanta
that if the MTFs for the individual components in a syste
are known, the system MTF can simply be calculated as t
product. Thus, by applying a relatively simple multiplicatio
rule, the MTF of a complex system can be calculated fr
those of its components. The justification of these statem
can be found in some advanced works on optical tran
functions, like Refs. 12 and 13.

The current distribution in the electron spot on the ano
transforms into the corresponding LSF curve by dividing
into bars of equal width. In Fig. 5, a schematic spot pro
on the anode is shown. The electrons in every bar are ad
to obtain the LSF and the MTF is obtained by a fast Fou
transform~FFT! of the LSF. The results of the simulation
and experiments will be summarized in terms of the MTF
25 and 60 line pairs per mm. These values are chose
parameters to characterize the performance for the mi
and high spatial frequencies, respectively. Both regimes
important when the image quality of a tube is concerned12

III. SIMULATION RESULTS

To give a qualitative overview, the effect of the lens
the trajectories of electrons with different positions of em
gence in the channel is displayed in Fig. 6. Note that thi
a two-dimensional situation~i.e., emission perpendicular t
the channel wall!. Several representative values~from 0.1 to
2.5 eV! are used for the emission energy. In the earlier
fined coordinate system from Fig. 2, the positions of em
gence of the electrons are22 and210 mm ~group A! and
230 and270 mm ~group B!. For everyz value, the trajec-
tories of the 0.1 eV electron and the highest energy elec
~i.e., the highest energy for which the electron is still able

FIG. 5. This picture sketches how the MTF is obtained. From the cur
~electron! distribution in the spot~left! the LSF ~middle! is obtained by
summing~S! all electrons in each bar, and the MTF~right! is obtained by a
FFT of the LSF.
JVST B - Microelectronics and Nanometer Structures
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get out of the channel! are shown. The parabolic shape of th
trajectories in the channel, as well as in the anode gap
clearly seen. Only the low-energy rays coming from just b
fore the end spoiling~see the 0.1 eV ray starting at230 mm
in Fig. 6! are affected by the weak lens at the channel side
the end spoiling. The higher energy rays, as well as the r
from deeper down the channel, are already hardly affected
this lens, justifying the assumption of the simple model th
this lens can be neglected compared to the lens at the a
side of the end spoiling. The focusing action of the latter le
is evident from the electron rays coming from before the e
spoiling ~region B!. The electrons starting at270 mm gain
more axial energy (Vz) before crossing the lens, than th
ones starting at230 mm, and according to Eq.~4! their
radial momentum change due to the lens will be smal
Therefore, electrons coming from deeper down the chan
end up closer to the center of the anode spot. Note that
anode is not visible in Fig. 6, as it is located at 500mm.
However, electrons generated in the end spoiling gain a
of radial energy from the penetrating electric field, and th
trajectories cross the anode plane much further from the
center. Especially the electrons emerging from the very
of the end spoiling obtain a large radial energy and enla
the spot size most. Note that in the22 mm case all trajecto-
ries are almost the same, as the radial energy is predo
nantly determined by the electric field rather than the em
sion energy.

The quantitative results are obtained from the full sim
lations of 20 000 electrons. Figure 7 shows a typical MTF
the default configuration. Also indicated are the 25 and
lp/mm points, which will be used to compare the simulati
results for different parameters. In Tables I and II the resu
are displayed for 25 and 60 lp/mm, respectively, and
varying anode gap and anode voltage. All other parame
are default values. Table I shows that the smallest gap
lowest voltage~300 mm, 3 kV! give the best result for 25
lp/mm. Larger gaps and/or larger voltages show a decre
of the MTF. From Table II~for 60 lp/mm! it is seen that for
the larger gaps~500 and 800mm!, the optimum value of the
voltage is near 5 kV. However, again the combination o

t

FIG. 6. Electron trajectories for the default configuration values. Electron
two different energies are emitted from various depths: the end of the
spoiling (z522 mm!, z5210 mm, z5230 mm, and electrons from deep
down the channel (z5270 mm!.
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small gap and a low anode voltage is superior. The influe
of the gap on the MTF is somewhat stronger than the in
ence of the anode voltage.

The two other parameters examined are the penetra
depth of the end spoiling and the channel diameter. The
sults can be found in Tables III and IV, respectively. T
end-spoiling penetration depth seems to be only impor
for the high spatial frequencies: from 10 to 20mm, the MTF
doubles for 60 lp/mm but the next step~20–30mm! has no
influence anymore. Further, it is very clear from Table
that the channel diameter must be as small as possible,
parameter has an enormous influence on the MTF, for b
25 and 60 lp/mm.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

To check whether the results from the simulations
realistic, comparative measurements were performed.
experimental setup is shown schematically in Fig. 8. T
photocathode is replaced by a thermionic electron gun
the object is a microslit.~The channel plate consists of
large number of electron multiplier tubes in a hexagonal
ray. The image of a sharp slit through such an array of
ertures depends on the relative position of the slit with
spect to the array. If the slit is very long and not aligned w
a principal axis of the array, the output image, averaged
time becomes independent of the position of the slit w
respect to the array.! The spatial resolution can be check
with or without the MCP. The microscope reads the opti
signal on the fiber output of the anode. Further, it magni
the image because the resolution of the charge coupled

FIG. 7. Simulated MTF for the default configuration. The values at 25 a
60 lp/mm are indicated.

TABLE I. Simulated MTF at 25 lp/mm for a variable anode voltage a
anode gap.

Anode voltage~kV!

Anode gap~mm!

300
MTF

500
MTF

800
MTF

3 0.60 0.55 0.42
5 0.53 0.46 0.45
8 0.42 0.37 0.37
J. Vac. Sci. Technol. B, Vol. 19, No. 3, May ÕJun 2001
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vice ~CCD! camera~pixels of 9.12mm! is too low for direct
imaging. A very important feature of the design is the po
sibility of in situ variation of the anode gap. Changing th
parameter, as well as the anode voltage, allows a full co
parison between the simulations and the measurements.

Two examples of CCD-camera images can be found
Fig. 9. The top image@Fig. 9~a!# is a measurement with th
MCP mounted; the bottom image@Fig. 9~b!# is the result for
the anode, fiber optics and the measuring system~i.e., a mea-
surement without the MCP!. As is visible clearly, the MCP
and anode gap have a large influence on the spatial res
tion. The measurement without the MCP is done in order
correct for the influence of the phosphor grains, the fib
optics and the measurement system itself on the MTF
cause only the MCP and anode gap are under investiga
Further, the influence of the electron energy on the an
MTF appeared to be negligible.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The results of the measurements are shown in Table
and VI. Due to limitations on the power supply, the ano
voltage could only be raised to 7 kV. Experimentally it w
difficult to adjust the anode gap exactly to the values
which the simulations were done. To enable an easy c
parison between simulation and experiment, the experim
tal data were linearly interpolated to anode gap values
used in the simulations~for example, the result for 300mm is
calculated from the results for 250 and 360mm!. The small
gaps and low voltages give the best results, as for the si
lations. For 25 lp/mm, increasing the voltage~for 300 and
500mm! or the anode gap~for 3 kV! results in a lower MTF.

The MTF, shown in Table VI~60 lp/mm!, does not vary
as strongly as in the simulations, but the trends are the sa
Note that for 800mm the MTF increases monotonically wit
the voltage because the proximity focusing effect of the
ode gap field has become dominant over the defocusing
effect at these relatively low anode gap fields.

d

TABLE II. Simulated MTF at 60 lp/mm for a variable anode voltage a
anode gap.

Anode voltage~kV!

Anode gap~mm!

300
MTF

500
MTF

800
MTF

3 0.26 0.08 0.02
5 0.16 0.12 0.04
8 0.04 0.06 0.03

TABLE III. Simulated MTF at 25 and 60 lp/mm and varying end-spoilin
penetration depthh.

h ~mm! MTF at 25 lp/mm MTF at 60 lp/mm

10 0.47 0.06
20 0.46 0.12
30 0.45 0.13
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Finally, note that the earlier mentioned results are
tained with new MCPs. Even in this case, the MCP-to-M
variation is considerable. Further, dirty MCPs~i.e., MCPs
that are exposed to air for a longer period thus contain
one or more layers of oxygen on the channel wall! show a
worse MTF, while scrubbed MCPs~i.e., MCPs that are
cleaned by an electron bombardment for typically 24!
show a better MTF. A possible explanation of these obs
vations lies in a change of the secondary electron yield.
oxides, attached on the dirty channel wall, have a high s
ondary electron yield. This could be equivalent to a stee
exponential distribution along thez axis ~for the same gain!.
Consequently, the average energy of the output electrons
comes lower, which would influence the spatial resolut
negatively.

VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

When the results from the simulations~Tables I and II!
and the measurements~Tables V and VI! are compared, it is
clear that the global trends are the same. The combinati
kV and 300mm shows the largest MTF, both for 25 and 6
lp/mm. Increasing the anode voltage for a small anode
leads to a smaller MTF, as well as increasing the anode
at low anode voltages. For larger gaps the optimum volt
is near 5 kV.

How does the simple model@Eqs. ~1!–~6!# explain the
results? The most important observation from the result
the decrease of the MTF for a larger anode voltage and
mm gap, both for simulation and experiment. In this case,
contribution from Eq.~2! is small becausea is small. Appar-
ently, the lens@from Eq. ~4!# indeed plays a crucial role in
relation with the axial energy of the outcoming electrons,
it is also shown in Fig. 6. Note that the lens specifica
affects the high spatial frequencies. This is because, w
the anode voltage is increased sufficiently, the high ene
electrons, which account for the large MTF at 60 lp/mm, w
also be ‘‘thrown away’’ from the optical axis. There is
negative relation between MTF and anode gap, i.e., the M

FIG. 8. Schematic drawing of the resolution measurement setup.

TABLE IV. Simulated MTF at 25 and 60 lp/mm and varying channel dia
eterd.

d ~mm! MTF at 25 lp/mm MTF at 60 lp/mm

6 0.61 0.26
10 0.46 0.12
16 0.36 0.01
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FIG. 9. Examples of the CCD image resulting from a measurement with~a!
and without~b! a MCP. The ‘‘pixel’’-like image is caused by the fiber optic
used. The fibers have a diameter of 4mm.

TABLE V. Experimental MTF at 25 lp/mm for a variable anode voltage a
anode gap.

Anode voltage~kV!

Anode gap~mm!

300
MTF

500
MTF

800
MTF

3 0.47 0.42 0.29
5 0.39 0.38 0.34
7 0.33 0.33 0.33

TABLE VI. Experimental MTF at 60 lp/mm for a variable anode voltage a
anode gap.

Anode voltage~kV!

Anode gap~mm!

300
MTF

500
MTF

800
MTF

3 0.18 0.13 0.05
5 0.14 0.12 0.08
7 0.09 0.10 0.09
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decreases for larger gaps. For small gaps, the anode vo
is of less importance but in most cases an optimum exists
expected from Eqs.~2! and ~4!. For larger gaps, it is clea
that the earlier mentioned proximity focusing effect com
in. This is the reason why the combination of 5 kV and 5
mm is used nowadays. Several technical problems arise w
the combination of 3 kV and 300mm has to be implemente
in image tubes.

The simulations have shown that the influence of
channel diameter on the resolution is large, as illustrated
Table IV. The penetration of the electric field is approx
mately linear with the channel diameter, as shown by Eq.~5!.
Applying a smaller channel diameter will strongly increa
the MTF of the system, mainly because the consequenc
this measure is a smaller effect of the lens. This is consis
with Eq. ~6!. These findings were not verified experime
tally. It is noteworthy that the simulation results can, surpr
ingly well, be understood from the simple model.

Finally, varying the end-spoiling penetration depth on
modifies the MTF at 60 lp/mm. In case of a large end sp
ing, most ‘‘middle energy’’ electrons, emitted from region
~i.e., the part of the channel before the end spoiling! will
collide with the end-spoiling wall~because this region i
almost field free!. Thus, when the end-spoiling length is in
creased, the middle energy electrons will be caught by
This is positive because the fraction of high energy electr
will increase. Obviously, only the first 20mm of the end-
spoiling accounts for this effect~see Table III!. Electrons that
are emitted from the end spoiling~especially from the end o
it! are undesirable. These electrons have a high probabili
escape into the anode gap. The electric field from the an
gap, which penetrates into the channel, will increase the
dial energy of the electrons, and they will hit the anode
from the optical axis.
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In conclusion it can be said that the spot size of electr
on the anode is largely determined by the lens. It has a
focusing effect on the spot size which, especially for t
smaller gaps, dominates over the proximity focusing eff
of a high, uniform electric field in the anode gap. The earl
mentioned authors2,3 did not include the lens effect in thei
models. Further, they assumed that a monochromatic b
of low energy electrons would be preferable to achieve
higher MTF. However, the low energy electrons~mainly the
electrons emitted from the end spoiling! appear to have a
negative influence on the MTF. In order to raise the MTF
an image intensifier, the electrons from the end spoiling h
to be excluded and/or the nonuniformity of the electric fie
near the end spoiling has to be suppressed.
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